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ABSTRACT 

Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing are two of the 

most important trends in information and communication 

technology that attract the attention of many researchers in 

recent years. A new trend is raised from integrating both 

trends called Cloud of Things (CoT). In this paper, we focus 

on integrating IoT with cloud computing because of the 

benefits that IoT can gained from unlimited storage and 

unlimited processing capabilities provided by cloud 

computing. Firstly, we propose a CoT architecture that 

supports Things as a Service (TaaS) and IoT Mashup as a 

Service (MaaS). Secondly, we develop an automatic IoT 

Mashup Algorithm (IoTMA) for application development in 

less response time by composing existing things services and 

web services without needing of high experience in 

programming. Experimental results proved that our algorithm 

reduced the response time compared to some other recent 

related works. 
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Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, Cloud of Things, 

Mashup. 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Internet of Things (IoT) [1] is a technology where all 

things in the world such as devices, humans and animals are 

connected to the internet and have a unique address URL, 

which makes the communication easier. So, IoT things can be 

monitored and controlled remotely. The number of things 

connected to the internet is increasing day after day 

dramatically. Therefore, Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is 

implemented to solve the huge increasing problem. IoT is 

used in many applications to facilitate our lives [17] such as 

transportation, medical healthcare, agriculture, smart cities, 

and monitoring systems. 

Cloud computing [18] is a computing technique used to 

deliver computing resources as a services over the internet 

such as servers, storage, databases, software…etc. The 

company that hosts their services in the cloud is called the 

service provider. Service consumer pays for the services and 

resources he/she is used (Pay-as-you-go). There are three 

types of cloud computing Software as a Service (SaaS), 

Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS) [18, 19]. IaaS offers all infrastructure services like 

servers, storage, virtual machines, and networks resources for 

renting rather than purchasing. PaaS offers software 

developing, testing, delivering, and managing services needed 

by developers. SaaS offers on-demand software applications 

over internet without installation requirements. 

IoT challenges such as limited storage, and limited 

computational capabilities could be solved by integrating IOT 

with cloud computing in which the integrated trend is called 

Cloud of Things (CoT). In CoT, cloud computing has 

virtually unlimited capabilities and provides everything as a 

service. Also, it provides Things as a Service (TaaS) beside 

SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. 

Services Mashup is a web application used to create a new 

service from existing services composition in consistent state 

with the new requirements. For example, museum branches’ 

addresses and pictures may be tied with a Google map for 

establishing a map mashup [3]. Mashup approaches can be 

classified based on several criteria such as manual vs 

automated approach, and single-source vs multiple-sources. 

In manual approach, the user should create a mashup by using 

either composition language such as Business Process 

Execution Language (BPEL) or drag and drop GUI. This 

approach is time consuming, error-prone, and requires the 

user to have a great knowledge about services needed for 

mashup. However, in automatic approach the user makes a 

request then services discovery, selection and composition are 

automatically executing. This approach requires the user to 

specify the request precisely. There is another mashup 

approach called semi-automated approach that aims to assist 

the user at each step of the services composition procedure 

[4]. 

Single-source mashup means that each service can be 

composed with only one other so the mashup is considered as 

a single source path. However, multiple-sources means that 
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each service can be composed with more than one other so the 

mashup is considered as a tree not as a path. 

In this work, we propose a CoT architecture consists of four 

types of services: SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, and MaaS. Also, it 

supports things as a service where they can be accessed based 

on a service-oriented model, and mashup as a service with 

developing a related automatic IoT Mashup Algorithm 

(IoTMA) for IoT applications development. Where, IoTMA is 

modified from service composition algorithms over the graph 

plan discussed in [9] to extract the optimal solution in less 

response time. 

In Section 2, we discuss some related works. In Section 3, we 

present our proposed CoT Architecture and IoTMA algorithm. 

We present the experimental results compared with other 

mashup algorithms results in Section 4. In Section 5, we 

conclude our work.  

2. RELATED WORKS 
There are several researches had been done in integrating IoT 

and cloud computing. In [10], Zhou et al. analyzed IoT 

requirements for smart home application and presented a 

cloud architecture for dynamic service composition. In [11, 

12], Distefano et al. assumed that things can be accessed 

according to service oriented architecture and therefore they 

employed a cloud paradigm for enabling sensing and 

actuation as a service. In [13], Janggwan et al. proposed a 

model for IoT mashup called IoTMaaS based on the model 

driven architecture and cloud computing. In addition, they 

designed a cloud based platform to execute their model and 

implemented a prototype platform for proving the architecture 

concepts. In [14], Bhattasali et al. focused on the integration 

between IoT and Cloud computing from the point of view of 

security where they proposed secure trusted things as a 

service based on encryption approach and a trust model. In 

[15], Blackstock and Lea developed a toolkit for manual IoT 

mashup called WoTkit in which it is a java web application 

includes user dashboard to visualize sensor data and mashup 

processing. In [16], Kleinfeld et al. built a manual IoT 

composition platform called glue.things by integrating and 

adapting a popular open source solution addressed in IoT 

domain. Glue.things is presented as a web of things hub for 

everyday things in our lives. In [9], Yan and Chen proposed a 

new QoSGraphPlan algorithm for multiple-sources web 

service mashup, which return correct solutions but it takes a 

long time and with redundant web services.  

3. THE PROSOSED CoT 

ARCHITECTURE AND IoTMA 

ALGORITHM 
In Section 3.1, we present our proposed CoT architecture. In 

Section 3.2, and Section 3.3, we explain some definitions of 

IoT mashup and planning graph based on [20], [21], and [9]. 

In Section 3.4, we discuss our proposed algorithm (IoTMA). 

3.1 CoT Architecture 
IoT can take advantage of unlimited capabilities of cloud 

computing in storage and processing data to improve the 

performance of its applications. Therefore, we propose a CoT 

architecture as shown in Figure 1. Where, there are four 

layers: a) IaaS layer for virtualization and hardware provided 

by the Cloud, b) PaaS layer includes databases and APIs for 

web services, and IoT things that can be used to access their 

data, c) MaaS as a new layer that contains a set of services for 

IoT mashup which discussed in details in the next section, and 

d) SaaS layer for software applications that is provided by the 

cloud. 

 

Figure 1. The proposed CoT architecture 

MaaS layer is responsible for automatic IoT mashup to 

accelerate IoT application development without high 

programming skills. A shown in Figure 2, MaaS layer consists 

of: 

 Request management service for user request analysis 

and for preparing a new service with user specification. 

 Create planning graph by searching for the suitable IoT 

things and web services that can be mashed up to get the 

desired output from the available user inputs and 

conform to the user specifications. 

 Solution tree extraction service extracts the optimal 

solution from the graph plan among all solutions 

constructed by the previous service. 

 Mashup execution service executes the solution by 

accessing all APIs contained in the solution tree to get 

the needed data to be composed according to the desired 

output.

 

Figure 2. MaaS layer services for IoT mashup 
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3.2 IoT Mashup 
IoT thing is a device connected to the internet that has a 

unique identifier (URL) to access that device in order to get 

its data. Therefore, it can be dealt with it like the Restful web 

services [2] through HTTP request. 

Mashup is enabled when there are a set of services (IoT 

services and Web Services) that can be integrated so that they 

conform to the user request. 

Definition 1: Let user request consists of S available inputs 

parameters and T desired output parameters in which each 

service has input parameters, output parameters, and 

Response Time (RT) as presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. A set of IoT Services and Web Services 

Services Inputs Outputs Response 

Time (RT) 

S1 a e 100 

S2 b, c f, j 200 

S3 e, f h 400 

S4 J f, z 100 

S5 z d, h 200 

S6 f d 100 

 

IoTMA is enabled if and only if: 

 There is a service  where . 

 There is a service  where . 

 There are a set of Mashupable Services that can be 

integrated with  and  as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Enabled Mashup from S to T 

Definition 2: The two services  and  are Mashupable 

Services if and only if: 

 where  is called Producer 

service while  is called Consumer service as  shown in 

Figure 4 where i, e, f, h, e, r, and o are parameters. 

 

Figure 4. Mashupable Services 

3.3 Planning Graph Technique and 

Solution Extraction 
The proposed automatic IoT Mashup algorithm depends on 

using AI Planning Graph technique [7] for mashup planning 

with applying Dijkstra algorithm [8] for solution extraction.  

Graph plan is used for mashup planning as a set of  layers 

and  layers, where  and P represent service and parameter 

layers respectively as shown in Figure 5. 

Definition 3: Let  is a graph 

where: 

 is an initial layer contains  parameters. 

  layer is a set of services 1, 2,…, m  in which each 

service  has input parameters called Preconditions 

defined as . 

  layer is a set of parameters 1, 2,…, i  in which 

  In this case  is 

called  . 

 Last layer in  is called . 

 The solution is found if and only if the  

parameters  layer. 

 

Figure 5. Mashup Graph Plan 
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Definition 4:  parameter p  P layers, P may have more 

than one parent so that the Best Parent of p is a service  with 

the minimum cost where:  

 . . 

 .  where  p  

,

.

. 

To extract the solution tree, backward chaining version of 

Dijkstra algorithm [8] is applied from all  parameters to any 

 parameters. The solution extraction is depending on Best 

Parents of each p from  layer to  layer and 

Preconditions of each  from  layer to  layer as in 

Figure 6. 

Definition 5: Solution tree is extracted by Dijkstra backward 

chaining from T to S where: 

 Step 1: , extract Best 

Parents set denoted by . 

 Step 2: ,  extract Preconditions set denoted by 

. 

 Step 3: , extract Best Parents set 

. 

 Step 4: Repeat steps 2 till 3 until reaching . 

 

Figure 6. Solution Extraction 

3.4 The Proposed IoTMA Algorithm 
The proposed IoTMA is automatic algorithm modified from 

service composition algorithm over the graph plan [9] to 

extract the optimal solution. The criteria of optimal solution 

extracted by our algorithm are: 

 Correct solution (get T from S). 

 Solution has minimum cost. 

 Solution is a tree, which means multiple source solution 

may be found. 

 

Algorithm 1: IoTMA Algorithm 

Data:  parameters,  parameters. 

1. Let global number called . 

2. Let global list called . 

3. . 

4. . 

 

 

Algorithm 2: Mashup Algorithm 

Data:  parameters,  parameters. 

1. Initialize planning graph  with empty layers. 

2. Initialize  layer with  parameters. 

3. Add  to . 

4. Repeat 

5.      . 

6.      If  layer then 

7.                . 

8. .  

9. Until . 

 

 

Algorithm 3: ExpandGraph Algorithm 

Data:  

1. 
. 

2. . 

3. For each  do 

4.      For each parameter  do 

5.                . 

6.                If  then 

7.                          If  then 

8.                                    Remove . 

9.                                    Add  with min cost to . 

10.                Otherwise  

11.                          Add  to . 

12. Add  to . 

13. Return . 

 

 

Algorithm 4: ExtractSolution Algorithm 

Data:  graph,  parameters. 

1. Let . 

2. If  then 

3.      . 

4.      Set . 

5.      . 

 

 

Algorithm 5: FindSolution Algorithm 

Data:  graph,  parameters. 

1. For each  layer in  starting from  to  do 

2.      Select Best Parents set 

. 

3.      Add  to . 

4.      . 
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Algorithm 6: UpdateGraph Algorithm 

Data:  layer. 

1. For each  do 

2.      If  then 

3.                Remove  from . 

 

 

Algorithm 7: StopPoint Algorithm 

Data:  layer,  layer. 

1. If  then 

2.      Return . 

3. Otherwise  

4.      Return . 

 

 

Algorithm 8: PrintSolution Algorithm 

1. For each  set  do 

2.      Print . 

 

Algorithm 1 initiates the global variable named 

CurrentGoalCost with  and empty global list called 

SolutionList, then executes a mashup process using S, T 

parameters and the existing services and finally prints the 

solution. Algorithm 2 is responsible for the mashup process 

where it firstly initiates the graph G with only one layer called 

P0, which contains S parameters (steps from 1 to 3). Then, 

expands G and checks if the desired output is appeared then 

extract the solution and update the graph (steps from 5 to 8). 

After that repeats steps from 5 to 8 until the stop point is 

reached. Algorithm 3 expands G by calculating the next A, P 

layers. An is a set of pairs of service s and its cost where Pn-1 

contains inputs of s and cost of s is its response time. Pn is a 

set of pairs of output parameters of all services in An and their 

costs united with the parameters in Pn-1 where the cost of the 

parameter is the cost of its service plus the maximum cost 

between its service input parameters. if the parameter is 

already existed in Pn-1 then recalculate its cost (steps from 4 to 

11). Algorithm 4 assigns the current solution with the found 

solution if it has cost less than the previous one. Algorithm 5 

assigns the SolutionList with the services that execute the 

currents solution. Algorithm 6 updates the graph by removing 

all parameters in  layer with cost greater than or equal to the 

current solution cost (parameters that surely lead to non-

optimal solution). Algorithm 7 checks if the stop point is 

appeared or not to stop the whole algorithm. Stop point is 

appeared if the last  layer Pn contains the same parameters as 

in Pn-1 layer. Algorithm 8 is responsible for printing the 

solution to the user on the screen in the order of calling. 

For example, assume that services in Table 1 are all services 

in the system where , and T = {d}. The solution 

Sol1 in Figure 7 and the best parents listed in Table 2 are 

obtained using the proposed algorithm given in [9] while the 

solution Sol2 in Figure 8 and the best parents listed in Table 3 

are obtained using our proposed IoTMA algorithm. Compared 

both solutions, we found that both algorithms gave the same 

optimal solution that is . 

 

 

Figure 7. Sol1 solution using the algorithm in [9] 

Table 2. Best Parents List for  

Parameter (p) Parents Best Parent Cost 

 - - 0 

 - - 0 

 - - 0 

 S1 S1 100 

 S2, S4 S2 200 

 S2 S2 200 

 S3, S5 S5 500 

 S6, S5 S6 300 

 S4 S4 300 
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Figure 8. Sol2 solution using the proposed IoTMA 

Algorithm 

 

 

Table 3. Best Parents List for  

Parameter (p) Parents Best Parent Cost 

 - - 0 

 - - 0 

 - - 0 

 S1 S1 100 

 S2, S4 S2 200 

 S2 S2 200 

 S3 S3 600 

 S6 S6 300 

 S4 S4 300 

 

From the two solutions, we can observe that our algorithm 

created a number of layers less than that presented in [9] and 

therefore it reduces the time needed to find the solution. This 

is because UpdateGraph Algorithm isolates all known non-

optimal solutions paths early. 

4. EXPIREMENTAL RESULTS 
The mashup time needed to find the solution is affected by 

several factors such as size of the data set used in the system 

and the number and the size of layers created to find the 

solution, which is affected by: 

 Number of input services S 

that  (). 

 The Solution Cost. 

In our experiments, we create our data sets with different sizes 

due to the difficulty of having ready-made ones. Our data sets 

contains the service name, its input and output parameters, 

and its response time.  

4.1 Data Set Size 
We use four data sets for evaluation as: 40, 120, 200, 350 

services with fixed solution cost = 800, and only one input 

services to conclude the effect of data set size on the 

algorithm time needed to find the optimal solution where S = 

{aa, bb} and T = {D}. The obtained results are listed in Table 

4 where the time is measured in milliseconds. 

Table 4. Algorithms time in case of different data set sizes 

and fixed number of layers (#layers) 

DS Size Alg1 

Time 

IoTMA 

Time 

Alg1 

#layers 

IoTMA 

#layers 

1 40 5 5 5 3 

2 120 5 5 5 3 

3 200 6 6 5 3 

4 350 6.5 6.5 5 3 
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Figure 9. The effect of data set size on  and  

Figure 9 shows that the time needed by Alg1 in [9] and IoTMA 

algorithm to find the optimal solution are equal and both are 

increased as the data set size is increased. 

4.2 Number of Input Services 
We conducted nine experiments with different number of 

input services, 200 Service as the used data set and fixed 

solution cost = 800, where S = {a, b} and T = {D} and the 

results are presented in Table 5. 

Figure 10.a and Figure 10.b present the time needed by  

and  in case of 11 layers and 9 layers were created 

respectively. Both figures show that the time of both 

algorithms are approximately equal and is increased as the 

average layers size (ALS) is increased if the created layers 

number is fixed. 

Table 5. Algorithms time in case of different number of 

input services, data set with 200 service 

#Input 

Services 

Alg1 

Time 

IoTMA 

Time 

Alg1 

#layers 

IoTMA 

#layers 

ALS 

9 10.3 10.5 9 9 60 

8 13.8 14 11 11 66 

7 13.8 14 11 11 65 

6 13.8 14 11 11 65 

5 10.3 10.5 9 9 54 

4 9.3 9.5 9 9 44 

3 9.3 9.5 9 9 42 

2 12.5 12.7 11 11 49 

1 6 6 5 3 2 

 

Figure 10.a. The effect of input services number on  

and  (the case of 11 layers) 

 

Figure 10.b. The effect of input services number on  

and  (the case of 9 layers) 

4.3 Solution Cost 
We test eight different solution costs using 9 input services 

with 200 services as data set where the maximum service RT 

is 800 and the minimum service RT is 100. If S = {a, b} and T 

= {D}, the results are presented in Table 6.  

Figure 11 show that the solution cost has no any effects on 

Alg1 algorithm time but has a strong effect on IoTMA time 

where it decreases as the solution cost decreases. This is 

because IoTMA algorithm creates number of layers less than 

Alg1 due to the expected non-optimal solution paths 

reduction. Therefore, the solution with cost = 100 allows 

IoTMA to rejects large number of paths due to the large 

number of services has costs large than or equal to 100 (the 

desired cost), and this is not occurred when the solution cost 

equals 800.  

Table 6. Algorithms time in case of different solution costs, 

input services = 9, Ds size = 200 service 
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Sol 

cost 

Alg1 

Time 

IoTMA 

Time 

Alg1 

#layers 

IoTMA 

#layers 

Alg1 

ALS 

IoTMA 

ALS 

800 10.3 10.5 9 9 60 60 

700 10.3 8.6 9 7 60 46 

600 10.3 8.6 9 7 60 46 

500 10.3 8.6 9 7 60 46 

400 10.3 8.6 9 7 60 46 

300 10.3 7.7 9 7 60 34 

200 10.3 6.3 9 5 60 14 

100 10.3 6 9 3 60 8 

 

Figure 11. The effect of the solution cost on  and 

 

5. CONCLUSON AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this paper, we proposed an automatic IoTMA algorithm for 

mashup and CoT architecture in which mashup is provided as 

a service using IoTMA. By comparing the response time 

required by our algorithm and the other one presented in [9] to 

find the optimal solution, we observe that the two algorithms 

have approximately the same time even if the data set size and 

input services number are changed. However, IoTMA needs 

time less than the other one as the solution cost decreases. 

Accordingly, we conclude that in the best case, our IoTMA 

algorithm reduces the required response time by 42% of the 

other algorithm time, but in the worst case both algorithms 

need approximately the same response time to find the 

optimal solution. In the future, we will focus on implementing 

a cloud platform depending on our proposed CoT architecture 

and IoTMA algorithm that can provide mashup as a service.  
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